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American states have underinvested in public higher education for decades, spurring tuition increases that have in turn fueled an unprecedented rise in student debt. Most scholars have looked to ideology and partisanship to help explain this trend. However, existing studies have yet to provide a satisfactory account of why states led by both parties have exhibited the same spending patterns. This Article argues that to understand retrenchment, scholars must scrutinize the laws that shape legislators’ budget choices. Through comparative histories of California and Virginia, interviews with eighteen state policymakers, and quantitative data, this analysis shows that decreased funding for public colleges and universities can be traced to three legal constructs: competing health, K-12 education, and prison expenditure mandates; outdated and inefficient tax systems; and campaign finance and lobbying rules that have allowed wealthy interests to overwhelm college advocates’ voices. These findings should encourage scholars to examine the unintended consequences that legal frameworks governing one policy area can have on another. The results also have important implications for those wishing to revitalize public higher education: reformers should shift their focus from individual elections and budget battles to structural changes, beginning with revisions to state laws guiding appropriations, taxation, and political participation.
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INTRODUCTION

American public higher education has become significantly more expensive. Between 1987 and 2017, average tuition and fees at public two-year colleges climbed from $1,441 to $3,156 in real terms.1 At

1. U.S. DEP’T OF EDUC., NAT’L CTR. FOR EDUC. STAT., TABLE 330.10: AVERAGE UNDERGRADUATE TUITION AND FEES AND ROOM AND BOARD RATES CHARGED FOR FULL-TIME STUDENTS IN DEGREE-GRAVING POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS, BY
public four-year institutions, these prices swelled from an average of $3,084 to $8,804. 2 Stagnant wages have magnified the scale of these increases for low-income students. Between 1971 and 2011, the cost of attending a public four-year college rose from 6 percent to 9 percent of the highest quintile family’s income. 3 By contrast, this burden nearly tripled for American families in the lowest quintile—from 42 percent to 114 percent of their income. 4

As prices have soared, access has dwindled. Working-class students pursuing a degree have found it more difficult to graduate. 5 Many low-income Americans have foregone a college education because of their aversion to high prices. 6 Public colleges and universities have traditionally been powerful engines of social mobility, educating nearly 75 percent of American students. 7 The upward trends in price at these institutions have therefore helped stall the national attainment

---

2. Id.
4. Id.
6. See generally Donald E. Heller, Student Price Response in Higher Education: An Update to Leslie and Brinkman, 68 J. HIGHER EDUC. 624, 650 (1997) (surveying a range of studies and concluding that “every $100 increase in tuition results in a drop in enrollments of 0.5 to 1.0 percentage points across all types of [higher education] institution,” and that this effect may become greater as prices rise further); Donald E. Heller, The Effects of Tuition and State Financial Aid on Public College Enrollment, 23 REV. HIGHER EDUC. 65 (1999) (showing that prospective students base their enrollment decisions on family resources and a college’s net costs); Mark C. Berger & Thomas Kostal, Financial Resources, Regulation, and Enrollment in US Public Higher Education, 21 ECON. EDUC. REV. 101 (2002) (showing that tuition and average wage levels significantly affect enrollment demand); PAUL TAYLOR, KIM PARKER, RICHARD FRY, D’VERA COHN, WENDY WANG, GABRIEL VELASCO & DANIEL DOCKTERMAN, PEW RESEARCH CTR., IS COLLEGE WORTH IT? (2011), https://www.pewresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2011/05/higher-ed-report.pdf (emphasizing that three-quarters of Americans view college as unaffordable and that finances are the main barrier to obtaining a higher education among U.S. adults ages 18 to 34 who are not already in school).
rate.8 While many advanced countries lifted the proportion of young adults with a bachelor’s degree to between 35 percent and 45 percent over the past generation, this figure languished at around 33 percent in the United States (Figure 1).9

Figure 1. Percentage of citizens ages 25-34 and 55-64 with a bachelor’s degree or higher, selected countries.

Source: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

Americans fortunate enough to obtain a degree have shouldered a growing debt burden. Between 1989 and 2016, the proportion of young adult households with outstanding student loan debt rose from 15 percent to 46 percent.10 Their average loan balance also ballooned from $1,910 to nearly $17,000 after adjusting for inflation.11 By the end of 2017, total student loan debt in the United States reached $1.4 trillion.12 This debt has diminished young adults’ long-term financial prospects, most notably by preventing many from becoming homeowners.13

11. Id.
12. Id.
Although popular debates on the cost of higher education have centered on private colleges’ administrative expenses, much of the rise in public college and university tuition can be traced to state disinvestment. For decades, U.S. states have reduced funding for tertiary education. Public colleges and universities have made up for the shortfall by raising tuition. Between 1988 and 2013, the average decrease in state spending per full-time-equivalent student actually outpaced the rise in net tuition revenue at public higher education institutions (Figure 2). Scholars probing the roots of the affordability crisis must therefore turn their attention to the state budget process.

---


17. Id.

18. Id.
This retrenchment is a fairly recent phenomenon. In the period after World War II, public tertiary instruction systems expanded significantly as states poured money into new campuses and strove to provide their residents with an affordable education.\textsuperscript{19} States spent an average of $3.56 in tax revenue per $1,000 of personal income on public higher education in 1961; by 1979, that rate had increased to $10.42 (Figure 3).\textsuperscript{20} Accordingly, the number of public four-year colleges climbed from 367 to 464 and the number of community colleges

\textsuperscript{19} See Marvin Lazerson, \textit{The Disappointments of Success: Higher Education After World War II}, 559 \textit{Annals Am. Acad. Pol. & Soc. Sci.} 64, 66--68 (1998) (explaining that “[b]y almost any measure, the half-century since 1945 was good for higher education . . . . Spending on higher education soared . . . . The numbers tell a compelling story: more students, more money, more status.”).

skyrocketed from 328 to 846.\textsuperscript{21} This expansion saw the number of students enrolled in public institutions rise by almost 7 million.\textsuperscript{22}

Beginning in the late 1970s, however, state support for public higher education began to erode. Although aggregate spending continued to inch upward over the past three and a half decades, it did not keep pace with growing populations or demand for a postsecondary degree.\textsuperscript{23} As a result, in 2013, states invested an average of just $5.52 per $1,000 of personal income on public higher education—the lowest level since 1965 (Figure 3).\textsuperscript{24} Between just 1990 and 2010, state spending on higher education per full-time equivalent (FTE) student fell from $8,608 to $6,360 in real terms.\textsuperscript{25}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Average state spending on public higher education per $1,000 of state personal income, all U.S. states, 1961 to 2014.}
\end{figure}

\textit{Source: Pell Institute for the Study of Higher Education}

\textsuperscript{24} Pell Inst., State Investment and Disinvestment in Higher Education, supra note 20, at 1.
\textsuperscript{25} Quintero, supra note 23, at 18.
This pronounced retrenchment was the product of budget cuts across nearly every state in the union. From 1990 to 2012, 43 out of 50 states decreased public college and university funding per full-time-equivalent student. Not one state invested additional tax revenue in public higher education per $1,000 of personal income.

This degree of uniformity presents a puzzle. American states’ cultural, historical, and political attributes vary widely. In this era of increasingly polarized political parties, the similarity between Democratic-controlled and Republican-controlled states on this issue is especially striking. Why did legislators across such different states repeatedly lower funding for public higher education over the past three decades?

Americans could be forgiven for wanting to pin the blame on officeholders and parties unfriendly to public higher education. The media tends to portray political decisions as the outcome of titanic battles between the parties’ standard-bearers. This gives people the impression that the only part of the policy process that matters is which candidates they vote for. Political scientists have also devoted considerable attention to the ways in which partisanship may have driven retrenchment. Relying on theories positing that Democrats are more generous to public colleges than Republicans, they have spent substantial time searching for correlations between Republican legislative and gubernatorial control and decreased funding for public higher education.

This Article argues that this conception of politics is too narrow, and that fully understanding retrenchment requires a study of the laws that shape budget choices. Although past research has suggested that states’ legal environments have helped determine public postsecondary funding patterns, uncertainty surrounds both the extent of these laws’ contributions and the manner in which they have impacted ap-

---

26. Id. at 16.
27. Id.
28. See generally Jacob Hacker & Paul Pierson, Winner-Take-All Politics: How Washington Made the Rich Richer—and Turned Its Back on the Middle Class (2010). Hacker and Pierson call this “conventional narrative of election-driven change . . . ‘politics as electoral spectacle,’” which centers on “the huge shows we call elections, circuses that bring together two broad groups under a red-white-and-blue tent. In the audience sits a fairly inchoate mass of voters. In the ring are the politicians, individual showmen who seek their favor.” Id. at 100–101.
29. See id. at 101 (noting that “[t]his view of politics is . . . reassuring” because it conveys that “[i]f politicians are doing something, it must be because voters want them to.”).
30. See infra, Section I(A).
31. Id.
propriations.\textsuperscript{32} State budgeting is a complex and incremental process in which legislators often struggle to discern long-term trends.\textsuperscript{33} Existing rules and procedures thereby have the potential to both go unnoticed and have an outsized effect on spending outcomes.\textsuperscript{34} Through in-depth interviews with policymakers and comparative historical analysis of two dissimilar states, California and Virginia, this article shows that legal constructs have played the defining role in public higher education disinvestment.\textsuperscript{35}

Regardless of party affiliation, most legislators did not actively seek to defund public colleges over the past thirty years. Instead, they found their ability to support the sector progressively constrained by three sets of laws: (1) competing budget mandates, especially for Medicaid; (2) eroding tax systems; and (3) lobbying and campaign finance rules that privilege wealthy interests over higher education proponents.\textsuperscript{36} Partisanship continued to matter, just not in the way most scholars have assumed; rather than directly inform lawmakers’ stance toward public higher education, ideological forces hardened the laws that restricted year-to-year budget choices.\textsuperscript{37} Specifically, conservative activists advanced constitutional changes and legislation that reduced state tax systems’ capacity to fund public services.\textsuperscript{38} These findings suggest that public higher education supporters should focus not just on individual elections, but on structural reforms as well.

The discussion expands these claims in four parts. Part I surveys existing research on public higher education retrenchment and highlights the need to advance a legal policy analysis. Part II describes this study’s comparative methodology. Part III scrutinizes the laws that have driven public college and university cuts in California and Virginia. Part IV then considers which reforms are likely needed to reinvest in the sector.

\textsuperscript{32} See infra, Section I.
\textsuperscript{33} See infra, Section I(B).
\textsuperscript{34} Id.
\textsuperscript{35} See infra, Section III.
\textsuperscript{36} Id.
\textsuperscript{37} Id.
\textsuperscript{38} Id.
I.
WHAT WE KNOW—AND DON’T KNOW—ABOUT
PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION
RETRENCHMENT

Over the past thirty years, political scientists have made major strides in uncovering the determinants of state expenditures on public higher education. Using statistical tools designed to isolate the impact of causal forces on legislators’ budget choices, they have honed a list of predictors that significantly correlate with state spending on the sector. Their results have pointed to the importance of lawmakers’ partisan tilt and legal constraints on legislative choices.

Nonetheless, serious questions remain. While this literature has suggested that Democrats spend more on public postsecondary education than Republicans, it has not been able to explain why states helmed by both parties have drastically retrenched public higher education funding over the past generation. Furthermore, although scholarly emphasis on policymakers’ legal environment has provided clues as to what may have driven convergence, reliance on statistical correlations has precluded close scrutiny of the mechanisms by which law has promoted disinvestment. These are gaps that legal policy analysis is primed to fill.

A. What We Know

Studies have shown that public higher education has been treated like a “balance wheel” during economic downturns.39 That is, in the wake of recessions, public colleges and universities have experienced disproportionately large cuts relative to other state programs. This dynamic is visible in Figure 4 below (and in Figure 2 in the introduction). Public postsecondary expenditures per $1,000 of personal income have noticeably fallen during difficult economic times. They have also failed to reach their pre-recession peaks during recovery periods, leading to long-term retrenchment.

positing that left-leaning parties are more generous toward public education because it benefits their low-income constituents, while right-leaning parties shy away from the sector because it costs their wealthy voters too much in taxes. Most studies have indeed found that Democratic legislatures have awarded more funding to public postsecondary education than their Republican counterparts.

Yet this finding cannot adequately account for widespread retrenchment. First, it is not a unanimous result—several studies have concluded that Republicans, not Democrats, have apportioned more funds to the sector. Some of the most recent entries in this literature have found no statistically significant relationship between partisanship and public higher education expenditures. Second, the statistical

---


44. See Robert C. Lowry, Subsidizing Institutions vs. Outputs vs. Individuals: States’ Choices for Financing Public Postsecondary Education, 26 J. PUB. ADMIN. RES. & THEORY 197, 203 (2016); David A. Tandberg, Jacob T. Fowles & Michael K.
correlations these studies have relied on have only accounted for funding differences at the margins. Regressions are designed to isolate how certain variables drive distinctions between cases while holding other predictors constant, not to explore how general causal forces might interact to promote similar outcomes. Even taking as true that Democrats have cut public postsecondary education budgets less severely than Republicans, regression-based analyses have not explained why most states have dramatically retrenched the sector regardless of which party has held power.

The fact that both Republicans and Democrats have overseen significant cuts to public higher education suggests that forces beyond party politics or ideology are at work. Here, the literature provides an especially useful baseline. Over time, researchers have examined how the parameters of the state budget process have shaped legislators’ spending choices. Political scientists refer to these arrangements as “institutions.” Legal scholars will know many of them as laws—namely constitutional amendments, legislation, court decisions, and regulations.

Scholars have unearthed five potentially significant categories of such laws. First, studies have suggested that laws mandating spending in particular areas reduce funds available for discretionary programs such as public higher education. These include Medicaid, which provides healthcare coverage for low-income Americans; prison outlays inflated by minimum sentencing laws; and K-12 expenditures locked


45. See Tandberg, Interest Groups and Governmental Institutions, supra note 40, at 738–741.


47. See Okunade, supra note 46, at 128; Weerts & Ronca, Determinants of State Appropriations for Higher Education from 1985–2005, supra note 40, at 30; Weerts
in by state constitutions and court decisions that set a budgetary floor for elementary and secondary schools.48

Second, studies have shown that laws restricting state tax revenue negatively correlate with spending on public higher education. These include Tax and Expenditure Limitations (or TELs), which limit state revenue and/or spending growth to a fixed target, and legislative Super-Majority Requirements (or SMRs) to increase taxes.49 These laws also comprise tax arrangements that have been allowed to fall out of step with changes in the economy, such as sales taxes and levies on corporate income.50

Third, studies have suggested that the very ways in which legislatures are organized affect their ability to support public higher education. Some scholars have unearthed a positive correlation between how “professionalized” a state legislature is and how much funding it accords public colleges and universities.51 Political scientists deem a legislature more professionalized the more it resembles the U.S. Congress—which is to say the better resourced it is, the more its staff is paid, and the longer its legislative sessions last.52

Fourth, studies have found a positive link between how centralized a state’s public college coordinating board is and spending on public higher education.53 Many states have such coordinating boards,


which are agencies that help manage their public postsecondary education systems. Depending on how these boards are structured, decision-making power can be more or less dispersed.

Fifth, a small number of studies has suggested that the rules structuring interest groups’ access to politicians have impacted public higher education appropriations. These studies have found that states in which pro-higher education organizations make up a relatively large share of the total number of interest groups also tend to spend more on public colleges.

B. Gaps to Fill

Despite significantly advancing knowledge in this arena, the foregoing research has not provided a full picture of retrenchment. Considerable disagreement persists with respect to the importance of each legal construct. Though small in number, some studies have questioned whether prison spending mandates have affected public higher education expenditures. Others have undermined the notion that more professionalized legislatures, centralized coordinating boards, and sizeable higher education lobbies positively correlate with support for public colleges and universities. Research on tax law’s role in driving disinvestment, meanwhile, has remained scarce.

Just as importantly, because these studies have employed high-level statistical correlations, their authors have only been able to hy-
pothesize the mechanisms by which these legal arrangements have shaped public higher education expenditures. They have not investigated these forces or their relationships in depth. As mentioned above, regression analyses have also left unclear how, if at all, legal constructs have interacted with partisanship to promote retrenchment. More qualitative studies—relying on historical data and interviews with policymakers who affected budget decisions—are necessary to uncover how law has influenced decisions to defund the sector and where partisanship fits in.

This more granular approach is especially important because state budgeting is an incremental process. Lawmakers possess limited time each session to make appropriations decisions. The complex nature of agencies’ outlays also prevents lawmakers from critically evaluating the entire budget. This pushes many elected officials to focus on year-to-year funding changes to the programs they cherish. In this context, laws that restrict the initial size of annual budgets can easily go unnoticed—and adversely affect other sectors long before legislators realize it. Closely examining these legal constructs is vital to isolating and identifying such effects.

In short, while political scientists have made significant progress in uncovering the roots of public higher education retrenchment, completing the image they have sketched requires a legal perspective. It demands an explicit focus on the emergence, evolution, and interaction of the laws that have constrained legislators’ ability to support public postsecondary institutions over the past three decades. The following section explains the methodology this study employs to advance that objective.

II.
HOW COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS CAN SHED LIGHT ON RETRENCHMENT

To explain why dissimilar states have defunded public colleges and universities, this study contrasted the cases of California and Vir-

---


65. Id.


68. Id.

69. Id.
ginia using a Most Different Systems Design (MDSD). An MDSD homes in on the forces driving retrenchment by identifying commonalities between disparate states that feature the same spending patterns.\(^\text{70}\) The idea is that the sheer differences between the cases will act as a form of control. Dissimilar polities do not generally display parallel social dynamics or policy outcomes. If a researcher identifies common forces in distinct places that have been acting the same way, it is reasonable to assume that those forces have produced or at least contributed to the converging behavior.\(^\text{71}\)

California’s and Virginia’s shared national culture and analogous higher education sectors facilitated their comparison. In part as a result of a nationwide push to expand and consolidate public higher education in the mid-twentieth century,\(^\text{72}\) both states exhibit tiered provision systems. California counts 112 community colleges that grant two-year credentials. It also comprises 23 California State University (CSU) and 10 University of California (UC) campuses that award four-year degrees.\(^\text{73}\) Virginia’s public postsecondary education system similarly has 23 community colleges and 15 four-year institutions.\(^\text{74}\)

Both states inflicted severe austerity on these systems between 1990 and 2013. On a per full-time-enrolled (FTE) student basis, California’s spending declined by nearly $2,200 and Virginia’s appropriations dropped over $3,300.\(^\text{75}\) Similarly, California’s spending on public higher education per $1,000 of state personal income fell by


\(^{71}\) See id.

\(^{72}\) See generally Arthur M. Cohen & Carrie B. Kisker, The Shaping of American Higher Education: Emergence and Growth of the Contemporary System 187–306 (2009) (explaining that during the era of “mass higher education” in the United States, ranging from approximately 1945 to 1975, public research universities, regional universities, comprehensive colleges, and community colleges all grew notably and were increasingly organized by system type).


nearly $4 during this period, from $9.99 to $6.00.\textsuperscript{76} Virginia’s investment per $1,000 of personal income fell by over $5, from $9.55 to $4.51.\textsuperscript{77}

From there, however, the resemblances end. California and Virginia differ considerably along most of the parameters identified by the American public higher education finance literature. First, while California’s legislature remained in the hands of Democrats between 1990 and 2012, Virginia’s generally swung in a more conservative direction.\textsuperscript{78} Second, whereas California boasts one of the most professionalized legislatures in the country, Virginia is home to one of the nation’s least professionalized assemblies.\textsuperscript{79} Third, while California’s colleges and universities were governed by a weak Advisory Coordinating Board throughout most of the foregoing period (it was dissolved in 2011), Virginia’s institutions of higher learning respond to a more centralized Regulatory Coordinating Board.\textsuperscript{80} Fourth, though California lawmakers find themselves bound both by TELs and SMRs when crafting fiscal policy, their counterparts in Virginia face no such restrictions.\textsuperscript{81} Finally, California and Virginia developed at geographic extremes and remain as culturally dissimilar as any two states in the nation.\textsuperscript{82}

In order to make sense of these states’ decisions to defund public higher education, this study looked to the actors who worked in and around their legislatures from the mid-1980s to the mid-2010s. The analysis relied on eighteen expert interviews conducted over the

\textsuperscript{76} Pell Inst., \textit{supra} note 20, at 13.

\textsuperscript{77} Id. at 23.


\textsuperscript{79} See Squire, \textit{supra} note 52, at 220 (showing that California had a Squire Index ranking of 3 in 1986 and 1 in both 1996 and 2003, while Virginia had a ranking of 29 in 1986, 27 in 1996, and 32 in 2003).

\textsuperscript{80} See McGuinness, \textit{supra} note 54, at 58; Paul Warren, \textit{A Coordinating Council for Higher Education}, Pub. Policy Inst. of Cal. (Mar. 14, 2019), https://www.ppic.org/blog/a-coordinating-council-for-higher-education (noting that California has been without a coordinating board for public higher education since 2011).

\textsuperscript{81} See Archibald & Feldman, \textit{supra} note 40, at 622.

\textsuperscript{82} See generally Colin Woodard, \textit{American Nations: A History of the Eleven Rival Regional Cultures of North America} (2011) (classifying Virginia as a member of the “Tidewater” region and California as divided between the “Left Coast”, “Far West”, and “El Norte” regions).
course of four months. Eleven interviews focused on California. The other seven centered on Virginia. In total, these discussions produced nearly 245 single-spaced pages of raw transcription data.

Several steps were undertaken to bolster these interviews’ reliability. Social scientists divide this process into seven stages: thematization, design, interviewing, transcription, analysis, verification, and reporting. The previous section elaborated the primary themes and variables of interest to this study. With respect to design, participants were selected on the basis of their sectorial expertise and degree of policy engagement over the past three decades. In order to verify and strengthen the results, this investigation consulted both state legislators and the advocates who lobbied them. Across the two states, this group included high-ranking and long-serving members of both legislative houses’ education and appropriations committees; legislative consultants; senior state executive branch members; top college and university lobbyists; and the leaders of higher education interest organizations. Because confidentiality is critical to getting elite subjects to divulge sensitive information, the author guaranteed respondents anonymity through a consent form.

Upon entering the interview phase, this study employed a semi-structured topic guide. This type of guide serves as a “script that structures the course of the interview.” Contrary to standardized questions, which tend to elicit more narrow answers, a semi-structured guide allows a researcher to systematize discussions while leaving respondents space to develop ideas and broach unexpected themes. A well-constructed guide “include[s] an outline of topics to be covered, with suggested questions.” While this study’s guide remained rooted in the framework presented in the last section, it incorporated ample opportunities for interviewees to pursue new lines of thought. This combination of direction and flexibility lends itself especially well to interviews with experts accustomed to spearheading discussions; with elite subjects, “the interviewer should be prepared to adapt to the sce-

83. In the interest of respondents’ anonymity, they are referred to by the state they represent and the order in which they were interviewed (e.g. the first interviewee from California is denoted as “California Interviewee No. 1”).
86. Kvale, supra note 84, at 56.
88. See Kvale, supra note 84, at 57.
89. A copy of this guide is available upon request.
nario and personality at hand, rather than determined to stick robotlike to an established script.”\textsuperscript{90}

After the interview recordings were transcribed, data for each state were analyzed using a mixed coding scheme. Coding “is a way of indexing or categorizing the text in order to establish a framework of thematic ideas about it.”\textsuperscript{91} Much like its semi-structured guide, this study’s coding scheme at once leveraged the previous section’s baseline concepts and allowed new ones to arise from the data. Its design therefore lay between a grounded approach, which seeks to “identify categories and concepts that emerge from text and link these concepts into . . . formal theories,”\textsuperscript{92} and classic content or framework analysis, which “assumes that codes of interest have already been discovered”\textsuperscript{93} and “involves a systematic process of sifting, charting and sorting material according to key issues and themes.”\textsuperscript{94}

Finally, prior to reporting the findings, this study verified the themes and intersections discovered by consulting a broad array of primary and secondary sources, including newly calculated descriptive statistics based on data from the National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO); state government documents; non-partisan research reports; scholarly histories; and newspaper articles. Where appropriate, this evidence supplements and enhances the interview data presented in the next section.

III. RETRENCHMENT AS A CONSEQUENCE OF LAW

This section presents the study’s empirical results. It shows that laws constraining legislators’ ability to maneuver within the state budget played the dominant role in public higher education retrenchment. Ideology also played a part in the disinvestment process, though not a direct one; conservative anti-tax crusaders weakened both states’ revenue systems, making it more difficult for lawmakers to adequately fund government services, including public postsecondary education.

Neither California nor Virginia reduced support for public higher education overnight. Rather, in line with the observation that the sec-

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Odendahl & Shaw, supra note 85, at 311.
\item Graham R. Gibbs, Analyzing Qualitative Data 38 (2007).
\item Id. at 282–83.
\item See Jane Ritchie & Liz Spencer, Qualitative Data Analysis for Applied Policy Research, in The Qualitative Researcher’s Companion 310 (A. Michael Huberman & Matthew B. Miles eds., 2002).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
tor has acted as a “balance wheel” during recessions, retrenchment occurred gradually over the course of many years. Figures 5 and 6 confirm that each state’s investment in the sector fell during and immediately following recessionary periods and recovered slowly thereafter.95 However, upswings took more and more time to arrive. Each successive peak also remained lower than the last, producing the sustained funding decline visible today.

![Figure 5. California’s spending on public higher education per $1,000 of state personal income, 1985 to 2012 (with recessions highlighted).](image)

*Source: Pell Institute for the Study of Higher Education*

Disinvestment was not driven by malicious intent. Most interviewees stressed that attitudes toward the sector hardly shifted during this period.96 Regardless of party affiliation, most legislators did not actively seek to defund public higher education.97 Although lawmakers tried to bolster colleges’ transparency and accountability to taxpayers, respect for the sector remained strong.98

Both states’ public higher education systems instead fell victim to a triad of legal constraints: (1) competing Medicaid, corrections, and K–12 education spending mandates, (2) eroding tax arrangements, and (3) lobbying and campaign finance rules that disfavored public college and university advocates.

Competing obligations crowded out funds for public tertiary instruction on two fronts. First, spending mandates for Medicaid, corrections, and K–12 schools left policymakers few discretionary items to slash during recessions. Second, the rising cost of the Medicaid program and, to a lesser extent, corrections continually escalated pressure to limit spending in other areas—impeding public higher education budgets’ revival even during recovery periods.

Had lawmakers been equipped with sufficient revenue, stiff mandates and rising expenses might not have posed as much of a problem.

96. California Interviewee Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 11; Virginia Interviewee Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7.
97. Id.
98. Id.
Unfortunately, both states’ general funds also experienced decelerating growth as a result of eroding tax systems. Here, ideology played a decisive role. While Democrats in California tried to increase taxes to protect tertiary instruction during recessions, a conservative-backed constitutional amendment requiring a two-thirds majority to raise taxes repeatedly thwarted their efforts. In Virginia, Republican legislators pressured by anti-tax activists degraded already outdated revenue laws by refusing to raise taxes.

Public higher education might still have avoided some of the worst cuts if it had benefited from organizations capable of elevating its place on the policy agenda. However, a dissociated advocacy community lost ground to rival interests in a legislative arena driven by costly lobbying and campaign donations. These competing interests proved more effective than higher education advocates at protecting funding for their respective programs and, in the case of the business lobby, thwarting tax reform efforts. Legislators thereby encountered little pressure to prioritize public colleges when confronted with the requirement to balance their budgets.99

A. The California Idea Slips Away

Though most states invested heavily in public higher education in the 1960s and 1970s, none pursued the task more enthusiastically than California. Historian John Aubrey Douglass has explained that state leaders fostered a unique combination of extensive access and high academic quality during these decades.100 They did so by fashioning a tiered educational system that could accommodate the full range of attainment opportunities, from community college instruction to world-class research.101 This blueprint, which Douglass has termed the “California Idea,” served as a model for states across the country.102 As a result of its success, the system’s public research tier remains composed of some of the most prestigious institutions on earth.103
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In the last quarter of the twentieth century, however, the California Idea began to slip away. Between 1990 and 2013, spending per full-time-equivalent (FTE) student declined from $9,620 to $7,446. Investment in public higher education as a proportion of state resources also dropped sharply. Spending per $1,000 of personal income fell by more than $7 between 1980 to 2012, from $12.76 to $5.68—the lowest level since 1962. As investment in the system declined, so too did the broad access and excellence that it underpinned: fees and class sizes rose, students shouldered greater debt to pay for education, and many young adults forewent a tertiary education altogether.

Historical data and expert interviews show that lawmakers did not deliberately abandon public higher education. Instead, Democratic legislators gradually and reluctantly retrenched the sector to cope with the three legal constraints outlined above: competing budget pressures fueled by K–12, corrections, and especially Medicaid mandates; tax revenues constricted by TELs and SMRs; and a relative absence of grassroots support from public higher education advocates in a lobbying and campaign finance arena tilted toward wealthy interests.

1. Competing Obligations Crowd Out Higher Education

Over the past three decades, K-12, corrections, and Medicaid expenditures steadily crowded out higher education budgets (Figure 7). K-12 outlays helped place a ceiling on university funding by consistently claiming more than a third of the General Fund. Meanwhile, Medicaid and corrections appropriations gradually siphoned funds away from tertiary education and welfare programs. Whereas higher education made up about 15.9 percent of the state’s General Fund spending in 1985, this proportion dwindled to 10.2 percent by
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2012.\textsuperscript{110} By contrast, prison outlays rose from around 4.1 percent to nearly 9 percent of General Fund spending.\textsuperscript{111} Medicaid funding grew even more dramatically, from about 7.9 percent to nearly 18 percent of total expenditures.\textsuperscript{112}

![Figure 7. Percentage composition of California’s General Fund, selected years, 1985 to 2012.](image)

Two dynamics propelled these shifts. First, these programs’ mandatory nature forced legislators to diminish a handful of discretionary programs to balance budgets during recessions.\textsuperscript{113} In the words of one former State Assembly Member and Budget Committee Chair, public colleges “could do okay in a good economy, [but] in a bad economy, an overwhelming majority of the budget was protected . . . and disproportionate cuts had to fall on higher education.”\textsuperscript{114} Second, over time, growing costs for Medicaid and, to a smaller extent, corrections exacerbated these limits. These expenses reduced discretionary funds for public colleges and universities more severely with each downturn. They similarly left less and less room for public higher edu-
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cation budgets’ return to health during recovery periods. As one university Vice President dryly noted, “something has to give when you have major portions of the budget continuing to rise as a percentage of total spending over time—something has to decline as a percentage, and it’s been higher ed.”

Both budget mandates’ stability during recessions and their long-term cost expansion were the products of legal changes adopted years before the worst higher education cuts set in. First, in 1988, K-12 advocates passed a measure that guaranteed minimum funding for elementary and secondary schools, removing over one-third of the state budget from legislators’ control. Second, mandatory sentencing laws enacted in the 1990s unleashed a rise in the state’s prison population that drew resources away from public colleges. Third, and most importantly, federally-mandated program expansions and recession-driven enrollment increases fused with rising medical costs to inflate Medicaid’s proportion of the General Fund.

a. K-12 Obligations

The state’s role in school financing began changing in the 1970s. Before then, schools received the majority of their funds from local property taxes. This relationship withered after voters approved a 1978 ballot amendment that capped property tax rates. The measure, known as Proposition 13 (to which this analysis will return in the next section), substantially decreased school districts’ budgets: while California’s per pupil spending had surpassed the national average for more than a decade, it dipped below this level beginning in 1979 and failed to recover throughout the 1980s.

Alarmed by the decline, K-12 advocates mobilized to shield schools’ finances. In 1988, the California Teachers Association, the Association of California School Administrators, and the California State PTA gathered the signatures to place a constitutional amendment on the ballot guaranteeing minimum funding for K-14 education. The measure, titled Proposition 98, passed with 50.7 percent of the vote. It stipulated that the Legislature allocate K-14 the higher of
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either 40 percent of General Fund revenues (‘Test 1’) or the previous year’s subsidy adjusted for inflation and enrollments (‘Test 2’).\textsuperscript{122}

As the state fell into recession in 1990, the Legislature moved to amend the proposition to soften its mandate in a poor economy.\textsuperscript{123} Lawmakers quietly packaged the reform alongside another proposal on the June 1990 ballot, which voters approved by 52.4 percent.\textsuperscript{124} The measure, known as Proposition 111, introduced a third test allowing the state to appropriate less to K-14 when revenues underperformed (‘Test 3’).\textsuperscript{125} Notably, the law also added a “maintenance factor” to the constitution, which required the Legislature to return the difference between Test 2 and Test 3 funding levels to K-14 when the economy recovered.\textsuperscript{126}

Combined, Propositions 98 and 111 profoundly altered the higher education budgeting landscape. First, by creating an appropriations floor for elementary and secondary schools and removing legislators’ authority over more than one-third of the General Fund budget, Proposition 98 diminished the discretionary resources available for public universities during recessions.\textsuperscript{127} One senior Senate staffer emphasized that “the automatic commitment of 40 percent of your budget to K-14 certainly affect[ed] everything else” in times of economic distress.\textsuperscript{128} A former Assembly Member and State Senator, who chaired education committees in both bodies, agreed that Proposition 98 “remove[d] about half of the budget from consideration” before negotiations began, forcing lawmakers to find savings elsewhere.\textsuperscript{129} Figure 8 shows that spending on K-12 education was generally between 35 percent and 40 percent of the General Fund from the mid-1980s to 2012.\textsuperscript{130} By contrast, as a former Assembly Budget Committee Chair
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noted, “UC and CSU have never been given any type of guarantee within the state budget for protection for their funding.”\textsuperscript{131} School financing mandates hence made tertiary education a greater target for reductions in depressed fiscal years.

\textbf{FIGURE 8. PERCENTAGE OF CALIFORNIA’S GENERAL FUND DEDICATED TO K-12 EDUCATION VS. HIGHER EDUCATION, 1985 TO 2012 (WITH RECESSIONS HIGHLIGHTED).}

\textit{Source: National Association of State Budget Officers}

Second, this crowding-out effect usually persisted during upswings due to Proposition 111’s “maintenance factor” provision. The early 1990s recession left the state with outstanding K-14 obligations of between $1 billion to $2 billion per year from 1991 to 1995.\textsuperscript{132} The 2001 recession generated commitments ranging between $2 billion to $4 billion annually from 2002 to 2005.\textsuperscript{133} Most dramatically, the Great Recession left unpaid obligations totaling $8 billion to $15 billion a year between 2009 and 2013.\textsuperscript{134} These liabilities remained first
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in line for new revenue during recoveries. Their presence helps explain why higher education continued to lose ground as K-14 budgets nudged back upward (Figure 8). For instance, as a result of improving revenue in 2015, the state found itself obliged to spend 80 cents of every new dollar on schools—leaving fewer funds to restore public tertiary instruction or welfare services.

b. Prison Spending

Corrections spending also displaced funds for public higher education. Over the past three decades, prison expenditures evaded lawmakers’ control during fiscal downturns and occupied an ever-growing share of the General Fund. Both forces stemmed from path-dependent sentencing laws that inflated prison and jail populations.

Beginning in the 1970s, the American criminal justice system became much harsher. Rising offense rates and the search for new forms of racial control produced a paradigm shift that viewed incarceration as the key way to confront crime. Throughout the 1980s, Congress enacted laws requiring lengthy prison sentences for drug abuse and violent offenses. Many states quickly followed suit. More than half passed legislation mandating multi-decade prison sentences for repeat offenders. Several also limited parole opportunities. By pre-empting judicial discretion and placing people behind bars for longer periods, these reforms spurred a rapid rise in prisoner numbers.

While incarceration rates fell in the 1960s, they charted a steady uphill trajectory thereafter, from 161 U.S. residents per 100,000 residents in 1972 to 707 per 100,000 residents in 2012.

This cultural shift deeply affected California. Though statutes remained unchanged in the 1980s, police departments multiplied their
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number of drug arrests. Judges also increasingly imposed exacting sentences for such offenses. This “tough on crime” mentality became enshrined in state law in 1994, when more than 70 percent of voters approved a ballot measure known as Proposition 184, or the “three-strikes” law. The law required a sentence of 25 years to life for any defendant convicted of a third crime following two prior convictions for serious offenses. Collectively, these changes led California’s prison population to surge 514 percent between 1980 and 2006.

By raising incarceration rates and preventing legislators from significantly changing prison spending during and after recessions, unyielding penal mandates limited discretionary funds for public higher education. One leading State Senator and former Assembly Member stressed that “it’s hard to put a budget cut there unless you decide[] to release” prisoners—a near-impossible task given mandatory sentences. Echoing this sentiment, another former Assembly Member and Higher Education Committee Chair lamented that “costs for prisons are fairly fixed just by the numbers of prisoners we’ve incarcerated and the number of prisons we’ve built.” A former Chair of the Assembly Budget Committee put it more directly, describing the three-strikes law as a “de facto minimum [funding guarantee] for the prison system.” All the while, rising expenditures per inmate exacerbated the cost of imprisoning more people for longer periods.
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ure 9 leaves little doubt about strict sentencing’s cumulative effects: while tertiary education declined from about 16 percent to 10 percent of the General Fund between 1985 and 2012, corrections expenditures ballooned from about 4 percent to almost 10 percent of the General Fund budget.153

![Figure 9: Percentage of California’s General Fund Dedicated to Corrections vs. Higher Education, 1985 to 2012 (with recessions highlighted).](source)

*Source: National Association of State Budget Officers*

c. **Medicaid Commitments**

No spending obligation did more to crowd out funds for public colleges and universities than Medicaid. Established in 1965, Medicaid provides government-financed health coverage for 73 million low-income Americans, including those in need of nursing or long-term community-based care.154 The program covers 13 million—or one in three—Californians, including 40 percent of the state’s children.155

Medicaid created pressure to retrench public higher education by mandating increasingly expensive health coverage for a growing number of beneficiaries. While states are free to enhance Medicaid, federal
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The law requires that they finance a minimum set of services for enrollees. The list of eligible beneficiaries continually grew in the years following the program’s creation. In 1972, Congress required states to provide Medicaid to Supplemental Security Income recipients, seniors, and the disabled. In 1988, it extended coverage to low-income pregnant women and households with infants. In 1997, it established the State Children’s Health Insurance Program to bolster coverage for families with children. Finally, in 2010, the Affordable Care Act required participating states to broaden eligibility to all citizens under 133 percent of the Federal Poverty Level.

These mandates made it increasingly difficult for lawmakers to avoid cutting discretionary programs. Each federally-initiated Medicaid expansion required increased state expenditures as a matter of federal law, effectively imposing a new spending floor that left fewer resources for other services in both good times and bad.

Medicaid’s countercyclical nature made these obligations especially pronounced in the wake of recessions. More people enroll in Medicaid during and shortly after economic downturns, as unemployment rises and incomes fall. Medicaid expenditures thereby increased substantially after each financial contraction—contributing to public higher education retrenchment as revenue grew scarce, and im-
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Figuring reinvestment in public colleges during recovery periods (Figure 10).  

Growing healthcare costs significantly exacerbated these trends. In the decades after 1985, the price of medical care rose more than twice as fast as inflation (Figure 11). This increased states’ Medicaid obligations because “Medicaid spending per enrollee is very close in most years to the growth in the consumer price index (CPI) for medical care.” Though expenditures per Medicaid enrollee remained below those per person with private coverage, they grew approximately 6 percent annually throughout the 1990s and 5 percent per year in the 2000s. These rates led the Congressional Budget Office to conclude that the U.S. health system’s outsized price infla-
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tion “played a major part in raising the average cost of Medicaid per participant.”

Combined with the fact that California’s supplemental benefits are more generous than those in other states, these forces vigorously crowded out funds for public higher education: between 1985 and 2012, Medicaid’s share of the General Fund more than doubled, from 8 percent to nearly a fifth of total expenditures.

2. Tax Arrangements Shrink Revenue

By both insulating a growing portion of the budget from recessionary shocks and limiting state funds during recovery periods, competing mandates reduced the discretionary dollars on which public colleges and universities rely. However, the story does not end there. Though these spending categories benefitted from unusual protections,
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they hardly represented lavish investments. Proposition 98’s minimum funding guarantee quickly morphed into an inadequate ceiling: by 2012, California ranked 49th in the nation in per-pupil spending.\(^{171}\)

While multiplying federal obligations and rising healthcare costs sent Medicaid expenditures soaring, the program remained a safety net of last resort for the state’s poorest residents.\(^{172}\) Even corrections appropriations failed to keep up with basic needs: because the state could not build prisons fast enough to accommodate its rising number of convicts, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 2011 that “California prisoners’ health and safety were unconstitutionally compromised” by overcrowding.\(^{173}\)

These shortcomings point to another cause of declining higher education budgets: inadequate tax systems that constricted state resources. Rival programs’ mounting costs and crowding-out effects might not have posed as much of a challenge if lawmakers had access to additional revenue to address them. As one high-level executive office holder stressed, “California is notorious for locking in expenses but locking out revenue.”\(^{174}\)

After decades of steady expansion, General Fund receipts slowed from the late 1970s onward (Figure 12).\(^{175}\) While California’s tax revenue grew by an average of 13.3 percent in the 1960s and 14 percent in the 1970s, this rate declined to 9.4 percent in the 1980s, fell to 5 percent in the 1990s, and settled at around 4 percent in the 2000s.\(^{176}\) This revenue also became less reliable: the Pew Charitable Trusts ranked California’s tax receipts as the fifth-most volatile in the country for the period between 1995 and 2014.\(^{177}\) The state’s tax haul thus failed to keep pace with a rising demand for services and fell abruptly during economic downturns, when residents’ needs were most acute.
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Although this gradual decline escaped many legislators’ gaze until years after it had started,\textsuperscript{178} many of the foregoing difficulties were the path-dependent products of a prominent tax law encountered earlier: Proposition 13. By simultaneously enacting TELs and SMRs, this constitutional amendment limited resources used to fund higher education in three ways. First, it lowered aggregate tax receipts available to the Legislature each year. Second, it fueled the volatile revenue patterns that helped make California’s recessions so severe. Finally, it prevented Democratic lawmakers from addressing either of these issues by setting a near-impossible threshold to raise taxes.

\textit{a. What Is Proposition 13?}

Proposition 13 was the first major victory in a conservative movement to eliminate taxes on income and wealth.\textsuperscript{179} Building on the ideological and organizational foundations of decades-old efforts to repeal the federal income tax, its lead author, Howard Jarvis, seized on growing discontent with property taxes to pass a measure that spawned a self-styled “tax revolt” across the country that continues to
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\caption{Percentage growth of California’s General Fund, year-to-year average & five-year moving average, 1952 to 2012.}
\end{figure}

\textit{Source: California Department of Finance}
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this day. After failing to qualify the proposition for the ballot on two previous attempts, Jarvis and his collaborators gathered more than a million signatures to place it before voters in 1978. In the wake of re-assessments that looked set to double many homeowners’ tax obligations that year, the proposal passed by a margin of 65 to 35 percent.

The measure enshrined two amendments into the state constitution. First, it created a powerful TEL by capping the property tax rate at 1 percent of an asset’s value at the moment of purchase, limiting annual rate increases to 2 percent maximum, and transferring revenue allocation authority from local governments to the state legislature. Second, it fashioned a highly restrictive SMR by requiring a two-thirds vote in the Legislature to approve any state tax increase. These provisions’ effects were not immediately apparent because the state drew down a more than $4 billion surplus to mitigate them in the late 1970s. However, as time went on, it became clear that Proposition 13 had radically transformed California’s revenue landscape.

b. Limited Revenue Availability

The measure first drained California’s General Fund of billions of dollars a year. Almost overnight, Proposition 13 eliminated $7 billion (or $25 billion in 2020 dollars) from local government coffers, approximately a quarter of their total anticipated revenue for 1978–79. This loss increased cities’ and counties’ financial reliance on the State Legislature in the years thereafter. Following a one-time bailout in 1979, lawmakers passed Assembly Bill 8 to provide local governments with block grants to fund schools. Ten years later, when these efforts proved insufficient, school advocates shepherded Proposition 98 to victory, carving aside 40 percent of the
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state budget for K-14. By considerably increasing the Legislature’s responsibility for school subsidization without providing any accompanying revenue, these shifts decreased general funds available for other public services such as higher education. The California Legislative Analyst’s Office estimates that taxing commercial properties alone at their current value would generate $8 billion to $12.5 billion in new revenue a year—about $2 billion to $6 billion more than what the state spent in 2014 on the UC and CSU systems combined.

c. Heightened Volatility

Proposition 13 also aggravated recessions’ effects on public colleges by limiting revenue dependability. Property tax receipts exhibit far less volatility than income or sales tax revenue. By curtailing the former, Proposition 13 destabilized California’s income stream. Rather than rely on property taxes to cushion recessions’ impact on school budgets—and hence retain a greater General Fund base for other services—the Legislature found itself forced to turn to sales and income taxes to meet the majority of its program obligations. This resulted in a “boom-and-bust” cycle that exacerbated downturns’ effects and further strained discretionary areas like public higher education. As a former Chair of the Assembly Budget Committee explained, “with property taxes being cut substantially away in 1978, the two major revenue sources . . . [became the] sales tax and personal income tax, and they fluctuate wildly with the economy. So in good times, they over-perform the economy, [and] in bad times they under-perform a bad economy.” Indeed, while American states averaged a
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revenue volatility score of 5 for the period between 1995 and 2013, California earned a score of 8.5—the fifth-highest in the nation. 195

This proved especially problematic because these fluctuations deepened over time. The personal income tax (PIT) remained more volatile than the sales tax. 196 Yet while the economy shifted away from manufacturing in the last half-century, California’s sales tax continued to exclude most service purchases, costing the state between $3 billion and $9 billion a year.197 By elevating the PIT’s importance, Proposition 13 thus doubly compromised California’s revenue stability.

d. Tying Legislators’ Hands

The measure’s most significant legacy may be the SMR it imposed on the Legislature after 1978. The two-thirds vote requirement to raise revenue prevented Democratic lawmakers from addressing the foregoing issues by placing veto authority in the hands of a Republican minority bitterly opposed to taxes.198 As a Democratic lawmaker’s chief of staff put it, “the other side of the aisle refuse[d] to talk about revenues or fees that might mitigate some of the reductions” needed to balance budgets during recessions.199 One advocate lamented that the Democratic majority thus remained “dependent upon finding one or two Republicans who would go with [it], which [was] extremely difficult.”200 A former Chair of the Assembly Budget Committee concurred that the “two-thirds vote requirement ma[de] almost any new taxes . . . very difficult at least, and impossible in most cases.”201

Despite repeated Democratic attempts to raise taxes between 1990 and 2012202—in the face of no fewer than 14 multi-billion-dollar
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year-end deficits—
the Legislature only managed to do so twice, in 1991 and 2009. Both efforts also consisted of temporary sales and income tax adjustments rather than major structural reforms. In describing this period, a former senior Democratic Assembly staff member aptly observed that, “in [his] fourteen years in the Legislature . . . it was never an option to raise revenue because the other side . . . would not allow it.”

By preventing legislators from addressing California’s long-term revenue decline or raising taxes to balance budgets during recessions, the two-thirds requirement powerfully constrained funds for public higher education. An example helps illustrate the latter dynamic. In 2011, then-Governor Jerry Brown proposed decreasing the UC and CSU budgets by $500 million each to meet a multi-billion-dollar shortfall. He also promised to attempt to raise taxes to prevent further cuts. Despite spending nearly six months trying to win over two Republicans in each house of the Legislature, he and other Democratic leaders failed to obtain the votes needed for a supermajority. Lawmakers were thereby forced to pass a budget that relied entirely on austerity. In line with the competing pressures reviewed above, public higher education, like other discretionary programs, dispropor-
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tionately suffered: the UC and CSU budgets were each ultimately cut by $650 million that year.210

3. Outmatched Public Higher Education Interest Groups

Public colleges and universities might still have salvaged part of their budgets if they had benefitted from a strong lobby in the state capital. Organizational prowess indeed helped many of their rivals achieve lofty policy goals. Unfortunately, an atomized college interest group community proved little match for challengers able to spend generously on lobbying and electoral campaigns.

California’s tertiary education advocacy landscape remained weak and fractured in the past thirty years.211 While the UC, CSU, and Community College systems each featured student lobbies, these organizations rarely collaborated with one another.212 Furthermore, rather than organize alongside their institutions’ professional advocates, these groups often clashed with administrators over concerns about rising tuition.213 Though UC, CSU, and Community College lobbyists generally did a better job communicating with one another, they too spent considerable time focusing on separate objectives.214 Higher education employees’ unions, meanwhile, mainly pursued issues related to their members’ pay and benefits.215 As a result, legislators “hear[d] very little from advocates for higher ed.”216 As one top elected official put it, the tertiary education lobby “doesn’t really exist.”217

To the extent that these groups did come together, their resources paled compared to those of well-heeled competitors.218 As one advocate bemoaned, “we don’t have a PAC, [and] we don’t have any of the campaign dollars that can sometimes garner the attention of members and really put you on the priority list.”219 Gaining and maintaining political access indeed became more expensive in the last several decades.220 Between 2000 and 2010, the fifteen largest interest groups in California devoted over $112 million to candidates for office and po-
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political parties. Lobbying followed a similar course, as these entities expended over $257 million courting lawmakers. These investments helped drown out college advocates’ voices. As one Democratic leader explained, “you’ve got organized special interests that surround almost every part of the budget that are exponentially more powerful in asserting their point of view and addressing their funding needs than . . . the coalition around higher education.”

With nearly $68 million in expenditures between 2000 and 2010, the California Teachers Association (CTA) proved one of the more effective groups. The union’s spending helped assure K-12 a more generous portion of the Proposition 98 funds shared with Community Colleges. Despite the latter’s statutory claim to 10.93 percent of Proposition 98 resources each year, lawmakers regularly suspended that guarantee and afforded Community Colleges a smaller fraction in the 1990s and 2000s (Figure 13). Attempts to enforce this divide stalled in the Legislature for lack of support. Adjusting for infla-
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tion, this discrepancy cost Community Colleges approximately $3 billion between 1992 and 2002 alone.\(^{228}\)

![Figure 13: Proportion of Proposition 98 Funds Allotted to Community Colleges, 1991-92 to 2007-08.](image)

Source: California Postsecondary Education Commission

Wealthy interests also outmuscled higher education in broader general fund battles. For example, the state’s prison guard union, the CCPOA, leveraged growing membership dues to reinforce tough sentencing laws and secure some of the highest salaries in the nation, contributing to correctional budgets’ crowding-out effect.\(^{229}\)

Perhaps most importantly, rival organizations curtailed General Fund revenue. As one former public university government relations director explained, “whenever you try to go after massive tax reform . . . somebody’s going to be a loser in that equation, and they’re going to organize to defend their turf.”\(^{230}\) California’s business lobby aggressively mobilized to avoid paying higher taxes. Beginning in 1997, the California Chamber of Commerce published an annual list of bills it deemed “job killers,” most often because the legislation proposed tax increases.\(^{231}\) By deploying a war chest of more than $35 million,
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the group helped defeat 583 of 631 such bills between 1997 and 2014—a 92 percent victory rate.\textsuperscript{232} An advocacy arena increasingly tilted toward wealthy interests therefore helped cement higher education cuts propelled by the interaction of competing mandates and constitutional revenue limits.

B. Virginia Slowly Abandons Public Higher Education

On the other side of the country, a politically distant state pursued a similar degree of higher education retrenchment. After increasing appropriations on public colleges and universities by nearly $8 per $1,000 of personal income in the 1960s and 1970s, Virginia steadily reduced its contribution from almost $10 per $1,000 of personal income in 1980 to less than $5 per $1,000 of personal income in 2014.\textsuperscript{233} On a per FTE-student basis, the state diminished spending on public tertiary instruction by more than $3,300 from 1990 to 2013.\textsuperscript{234}

Like in California, a partisan-institutional dynamic rooted in competing mandates, inadequate revenue, and outflanked college interests fueled this decline. First, K-12 schools, corrections, and Medicaid benefited from legal protections that displaced funds for higher education. Medicaid again played the most critical role: the program’s rising costs forced increasingly severe cuts to public colleges both during and after recessions. Second, while Virginia remained free of TELs or SMRs, a state Republican Party molded by the same forces that sparked Proposition 13 weakened revenue by refusing to raise taxes. Third, while a centralized coordinating agency worsened matters slightly by capitulating to politicians’ insistence on austerity, public colleges and universities generally found few allies in the capital because of a comparatively resource-poor lobby.

\textsuperscript{232} See \textit{CAL. FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES COMM’N}, \textit{supra} note 221, at 34–35 (showing that between 2000 and 2010, the California Chamber of Commerce spent approximately $7.1 million on candidates’ campaigns for office, two-thirds of a million dollars on political parties and other campaign committees, and $26.8 million on lobbying); \textit{CAL. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE}, \textit{supra} note 231 (providing a list of “job killer” bills identified and signed into law since 1997).
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1. Competing Obligations Crowd Out Higher Education

From the 1980s onward, Virginia’s K-12, corrections, and Medicaid obligations crowded out funds for public higher education.235 These shifts mirrored their analogues in California. Until the Great Recession forced cuts across nearly all sectors (with the notable exception of Medicaid), school and prison appropriations kept a tight discretionary funds ceiling in place: the former retained approximately one third of the General Fund each year, while the latter absorbed around 8 percent.236 Meanwhile, Medicaid expenditures grew at an astonishing pace, from 6.3 percent of Virginia’s General Fund in 1985 to 21 percent in 2012.237 Unsurprisingly, these pressures strained discretionary budget items, including higher education. Public colleges’ and universities’ share of the General Fund fell from 17.5 percent to 8.7 percent in that same time period (Figure 14).238

![Figure 14. Percentage Composition of Virginia's General Fund, Selected Years, 1985–2012.](image)

*Source: National Association of State Budget Officers*
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Like in California, these forces tied legislators’ hands because they arose from path-dependent legal restraints.\textsuperscript{239} First, though not as strong as those in the Golden State, constitutional protections for school funding helped set a budgetary floor for K-12 beginning in 1971. Second, the introduction of so-called “truth-in-sentencing” laws in the 1980s and 1990s sheltered penal budgets by keeping prisoners behind bars for longer periods. Most importantly, federal eligibility expansions, recession-induced enrollment increases, and rising health costs set Virginia’s Medicaid obligations on a steep incline, steering expenditures away from public higher education.

\subsection*{K-12 Obligations}

School funding guarantees limited university budgets by removing approximately one-third of the General Fund from lawmakers’ control (Figure 15).\textsuperscript{240} Though unsuccessful in the immediate term, a 1968 lawsuit that challenged disparities across Virginia school districts pushed the authors of a new constitution to address the issue in 1971.\textsuperscript{241} The final version of the text mandated minimum school support levels under a system dubbed the “Standards of Quality” (SOQ).\textsuperscript{242} The SOQ scheme relies on a complex Local Composite Index (LCI), which determines the state’s funding responsibility as a function of localities’ resources.\textsuperscript{243} “This index accounts for each district’s aggregate property wealth, adjusted gross income, and taxable retail sales per capita relative to the per capita figures for these metrics statewide. The statewide split between state funding and required local funding is pegged at 45 percent . . . .”\textsuperscript{244}

This mandate shielded K-12 schools’ share of the state budget during recessions and prioritized them for new funding in recovery periods. As a leading member of the Virginia House of Delegates explained, the “state constitution guarantees every citizen a free, high-quality public education, and so K-12, by necessity, gets a higher priority than higher ed” when funds are scarce.\textsuperscript{245} A senior Virginia Sen-
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ate Finance Committee analyst concurred that “there’s really no constitutional requirement for the Governor or the Legislature to provide any money at all to public higher education . . . . [T]hat contrasts pretty starkly with K-12.” The analyst further emphasized that “[i]f there is any new money, it is going to go to K-12” first.246

This dynamic is visible in Figure 15. It shows that school funding as a proportion of the General Fund remained essentially constant after the 1990-91 and 2001 recessions, hovering between 35 and 38 percent. By contrast, public higher education expenditures fell from 17.5 percent of the General Fund in 1989 to 13.3 percent in 1995, and from 14.7 percent in 2001 to 10.8 percent in 2006. School funding obligations hence limited discretionary resources available for tertiary instruction in both good and bad times.247

![Figure 15. Percentage of Virginia’s General Fund Dedicated to K-12 Education vs. Higher Education, 1985 to 2012 (with recessions highlighted).](image)

Source: National Association of State Budget Officers
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247. The Great Recession proved more of an exception to this trend in Virginia than in California because Virginia’s constitutional mandate is weaker. Unlike Proposition 98’s funding guarantee, Virginia’s constitution does not commit a specific proportion of the state budget to K-12 schools or provide for additional spending after economic downturns. See supra text accompanying notes 119–126. While the SOQ formula is based on district enrollments, lawmakers retain the ability to define what constitutes a “high quality” education, as well as “determine the manner in which funds are to be provided . . . .” Va. Const. Art. VIII, §§ 1–2. After the Great Recession reduced state revenue on an unprecedented scale, this flexibility allowed legislators to cut K-12 investment by “capping the number of support positions funded by the state, only partially accounting for inflation increases, increasing the assumed life span of buses,
b. Prison Spending

Corrections mandates added to this ceiling. Virginia lost little time replicating the federal government’s push for strict sentencing laws. The state amassed thirty-six mandatory minimum statutes covering eighty-two separate offenses between 1968 and 2007. In the mid-1990s, it also eliminated discretionary parole eligibility and reduced the amount of time that could be removed from an individual’s sentence for good behavior. Together, these reforms helped inflate the incarceration rate by more than 205 percent between 1982 and 2007.

By increasing both the number of prisoners and the time they spent behind bars, these changes created a rigid floor for state corrections budgets. Though prison expenditures did not consume a growing share of state resources over time—no doubt because of Virginia’s ability to maintain relatively low costs per inmate—they consistently retained around 8 percent of the General Fund until the Great Recession (Figure 16). Like K-12 mandates, strict penal codes thus constricted funds available for higher education.
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higher education advocate put it, “healthcare costs are eating Virginia’s budget alive.”255 Though the state did not participate in the Affordable Care Act’s optional Medicaid expansion until 2019,256 it witnessed enrollment gains following each of the other Congressional extensions reviewed earlier.257 Along with the impacts of medical cost inflation, these mandates caused the program to consume gradually larger shares of the state budget.258 While the Legislature allotted 6.3 percent of the General Fund to Medicaid in 1985, this commitment grew to more than one-fifth of the total by 2014 (Figure 17).259
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Like in California, the program’s compulsory nature left legislators few options but to trim discretionary funds to balance the books. First, the program joined K-12 and prisons to progressively constrain resources during downturns. In the words of one senior Senate staffer, “when a recession hits . . . we’re not required to do certain things . . . for higher ed in the same way that we might for . . . Medicaid. So for that reason, higher ed has been . . . this place that [legislators] feel they can go to do budget reductions.” Second, Medicaid’s growing costs suppressed tertiary education funds’ recovery when the economy improved. As noted in the last section, the program was plagued by rapid healthcare price inflation. Medicaid’s countercyclical nature also meant that costs spiked during and in the years following recessions, as more people fell into poverty and enrolled in coverage. These forces drew funds away from discretionary programs like public higher education. One lawmaker put it bluntly: “the largest growing part of our budget has been Medicaid and healthcare costs . . . [but because] Medicaid is a mandated federal-state program, we don’t have a whole lot of choice in funding [it].”
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2. Tax Arrangements Shrink Revenues

Like on the West Coast, competing mandates assumed outsized importance because of inadequate tax laws.\textsuperscript{265} Virginia witnessed a slowdown in General Fund growth similar to that of California over the past several decades: while tax revenues increased by more than 15 percent in the 1960s and by nearly 12 percent in the 1970s, this rate of increase fell to 10 percent in the 1980s, declined to 6 percent in the 1990s, and settled just above 4 percent in the 2000s (Figure 18).\textsuperscript{266} Legislators thus had fewer resources to meet the obligations that displaced higher education than they would have had if revenue growth had remained constant. As a senior State Senate Finance Committee staff member put it, “you are not seeing revenue growth the way you did previously. . . [T]he amount of revenue growth is relatively small and not keeping up with the growing needs of the budget.”\textsuperscript{267}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig18.png}
\caption{Percentage Growth of Virginia’s General Fund, Year-to-Year Average & Six-Year Moving Average, 1962 to 2012.}
\end{figure}

\textit{Source: Virginia Secretary of Finance}
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a. Eroding Tax Institutions Restrain Legislators

Revenue stagnation lay rooted in gradually eroding tax arrangements. First, individual income tax brackets remained fixed at their 1987 levels, generating an essentially flat rate structure that failed to capture much-needed revenue. By 2012, Virginia’s state and local tax receipts as a percentage of personal income ranked fourth-lowest in the country. Second, Virginia did not adapt to the shift toward a service economy; a 2012 estimate indicated that service exemptions reduced residents’ tax liability by more than $3.5 billion a year. Third, Virginia’s corporate income tax lagged firms’ earnings by remaining at a flat 6 percent. Between the late 1970s and 2010, corporations’ contribution to state tax receipts more than halved as a proportion of total revenues. Fourth, the state multiplied the number of expenditures in its tax code. From 1990 onward, it created or altered more than 60 credits and exemptions, which cost it over $2 billion in foregone revenue per year.

Like in California, many of these changes remained imperceptible to legislators for years due to their incremental and cumulative nature. Nonetheless, like in the Golden State, shortfalls in the
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tax code traced their roots to a prominent ideological crusade against the government’s revenue-raising capacity.

b. Right-Partisanship Helps Fuel Erosion

Though Virginia remained free of TELs or SMRs, the spirit behind Proposition 13 helped cement revenue erosion by finding voice in the modern Republican Party. In the late 1970s, Proposition 13’s voter appeal convinced national conservative leaders to “elevate[ ] taxes to prominence as an issue of partisan competition.”277 As a result, “many Republican[s] . . . began to define themselves and their party in opposition to taxes.”278 In 1981, Republican President Ronald Reagan harnessed this energy to pass the deepest income tax reductions in U.S. history.279 Right-wing activists who came of age in this era then extended the movement by asserting even more rigid anti-tax positions in the 1990s and 2000s.280

This younger generation of policy entrepreneurs worked hard to align Virginia’s legislature with its new philosophy. Most famously, former Reagan administration strategist Grover Norquist organized a multi-decade campaign to pressure political candidates to vow never to raise taxes.281 This tactic proved largely successful. By 2010, approximately one-third of all Republicans in both the state’s lower house and its Senate had signed the pledge.282 As one senior legislative analyst explained, “particularly [for] the members that [were] Republicans . . . this notion of supporting a tax or a fee increase [was]
really, really difficult politically if they want[ed] to get re-elected." 283

Norquist’s influence was so pronounced that it extended even to legislators who did not sign the pledge. As one Democratic lawmaker stated, “nobody wants to be the one that gets campaigned against because [they] raised taxes.” 284

As Virginia’s Legislature swung right in the 1990s and 2000s, this ethos came to dominate state fiscal policy. 285 One senior legislative analyst remarked that it became “very difficult for . . . Republicans to vote for any kind of tax increase.” 286 A leading higher education advocate concurred that there was “no will for [tax reform because] the Republican Party just wouldn’t pass it.” 287 Between the early 1990s and 2012, the Legislature passed only one significant tax increase, in 2004, under pressure from a Democratic Governor, recurring deficits, and the threat of a downgrade to the state’s bond rating. 288 The move so starkly contrasted with the state’s anti-tax reputation that it made national headlines that year. 289

In a similar vein, Republican executive office holders repeatedly called for tax cuts and spearheaded the introduction of new tax expenditures—exclusions, deductions, deferrals, exemptions, credits, and preferential rates afforded to certain taxpayers. 290 Most significantly, Republican Governor James Gilmore led the repeal of an unpopular levy on motor vehicles in 1998, diminishing General Fund receipts by nearly $1 billion a year in the following decades. 291 Right-
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party power hence contributed to declining university budgets by facilitating the tax code’s gradual deterioration.

3. Weakening Governance Structures and Interest Groups

In the annual battle over limited discretionary funds, weakening university interest groups helped seal the sector’s fate. First, Virginia’s relatively centralized college coordinating board, the State Council of Higher Education (SCHEV), became subject to political capture. In the 1980s and 1990s, the organization’s director, Gordon K. Davies, used his position to publicly rebuke the Legislature when it failed to maintain higher education support. Following heated disagreements between state and university leaders in 1997, Governor George Allen and his allies orchestrated Davies’ dismissal—effectively warning SCHEV not to cross elected officials and muting the agency’s advocacy in the years thereafter.

More importantly, an already fragile tertiary education community continued to splinter throughout this period. The state’s lone student lobby, Virginia21, began coming undone just two years after it was founded in 2002. Like in California, students rarely col-
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laborated with their institutional counterparts to pressure lawmakers.\(^{299}\) Colleges and universities also generally failed to come together to lobby for support, particularly after governance reforms enhanced their managerial autonomy in the mid-2000s.\(^ {300}\) As one legislative analyst remarked, “the bigger, more established [institutions now] lobby more effectively for resources” than the smaller ones.\(^ {301}\)

Though these groups did not have to jostle with organized labor due to the near-complete absence of unions in Virginia, rival interests diminished discretionary funds available for higher education by limiting tax revenue. Like on the West Coast, the state’s political arena became increasingly dominated by lobbying and campaign contributions in the 1990s and 2000s.\(^ {302}\) While the top ten donors spent about $5 million on state races in 1996 (adjusted for inflation),\(^ {303}\) they spent nearly $31 million in 2012.\(^ {304}\)

Several of the tax expenditures created in this period arose as a function of certain sectors’ efforts to obtain favored treatment.\(^ {305}\) Beginning in 1996, for instance, the energy industry spent $3 million to $5 million per year to maintain preferences such as the Coalfield En-
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hancement Tax Credit. Though the state’s auditor deemed the $31 million annual handout ineffective in 2011, legislators eagerly renewed it for another ten years in 2012. The growing and unchecked influence of political donations therefore helped affluent rivals draw resources away from a dissociated college lobby.

IV.
WHERE STATES GO FROM HERE

The story of American public higher education retrenchment is fundamentally about the unintended consequences of law. Though they lie at opposite ends of the country, were governed by different political parties, and feature diverging levels of legislative professionalism, both California and Virginia lowered public college funding over the past three decades because lawmakers became constrained by three legal forces: rising expenditure mandates, especially for Medicaid; eroding tax bases; and fading public college advocacy in a lobbying arena geared toward monied interests. Comparative theory indicates that common drivers such as these are likely to be the source of dissimilar states’ parallel behavior. Quantitative analyses have indeed confirmed that these factors have played the dominant role in spurring public higher education disinvestment throughout the nation.

Although the voters and policymakers who supported reforms such as expanded health coverage, guaranteed school funding, and property tax relief likely did not intend for these measures to cause a decline in higher education spending, that is precisely the impact these and other legal changes had over time. As Medicaid grew to cover more people and failed to escape the cost inflation that characterizes the U.S. health sector; as states enshrined K-12 funding minimums into their constitutions; and as lawmakers locked in prison spending by locking millions more people behind bars, the discretionary funds used to invest in public higher education dried up. Support for public colleges and universities proved especially scarce during recessions,
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when demand for needs-based programs like Medicaid rose. It also consistently failed to reach its pre-recession peaks as the costs of health and prison mandates escalated during recovery periods.

States would not have struggled as badly to cope with these obligations if their tax laws had been designed to efficiently maximize revenue. Unfortunately, the opposite turned out to be true. States’ revenue growth fell for decades as their tax codes narrowed and failed to keep pace with economic changes. In California and dozens of states around the country, new limits on legislators’ authority to raise taxes made it effectively impossible to procure the revenue needed to address mounting spending obligations. In many states, such as Virginia, voters and lawmakers further drained public budgets by failing to make critical updates to their tax codes and adopting hundreds of poorly-monitored tax expenditures.310

Although some of these measures’ loudest proponents were anti-tax activists eager to shrink state governance capacity, many voters and legislators who supported public higher education embraced lower tax bills without appreciating that this would bring a decrease in college funding. Ideology and partisanship therefore played an important role in the story of retrenchment, but an indirect one. Anti-tax crusaders like Howard Jarvis, Grover Norquist, and their Republican allies certainly helped pass tax cuts and prevent much-needed fiscal reform in key moments. However, the weakened tax codes they left behind often sapped state coffers in so gradual a manner that lawmakers preoccupied with annual budget changes did not realize dwindling revenue had impacted college funding until it was too late.

Policymakers might have done more to stem disinvestment if they had felt greater pressure from public higher education advocates to protect the sector. However, public college supporters held little clout in a political arena that allowed other interests to advance their agendas by spending millions of dollars a year on lobbying and campaign donations. When it came time to make difficult cuts during recessions and decide where to reinvest during slowed growth periods, under-resourced college supporters inevitably lost to organizations that could sway legislators by providing the funds needed to compete in increasingly expensive elections.

While these findings are cause for concern, they also shed light on structural reforms that could allow states to begin reinvesting in public higher education. This study should not be seen as a call to reduce funds for vital services in favor of public colleges. Although
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rising Medicaid costs have pulled resources away from public higher education, the program provides essential health coverage to millions of the country’s most vulnerable children and adults,311 including many low-income elderly and disabled Americans.312 Furthermore, although minimum funding guarantees for K-12 systems have limited the discretionary funds available for public tertiary instruction, the United States already invests far too little in its public primary and secondary schools, exacerbating inequality and leading to poor achievement compared to the rest of the world.313

Fortunately, reform options exist that would simultaneously advance the interests of justice and generate funds on the scale needed to make up for decades of retrenchment. Because public colleges and university budgets fell victim to long-running structural forces, it will take reforms of an equally important scale to bring them back to health. The foregoing analysis suggests at least four possibilities: creating a fairer tax code, adopting a national single-payer healthcare system, ending mass incarceration, and reducing money’s influence in politics.

A. Updating State Tax Codes

First, states could raise new revenue for public services by reforming their tax codes.314 They could repeal tax and expenditure limitations and super-majority requirements that unfairly privilege certain taxpayers and make it needlessly difficult to secure money for social policy.315 Such changes would raise billions of dollars per year. For instance, Californians voted on a measure in November 2020 that, if passed, would have partially repealed Proposition 13 by increasing taxes on commercial and industrial property.316 This change would
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have produced $8 billion to $12.5 billion in new annual revenue by 2025.\textsuperscript{317}

As inequality rises to unprecedented levels, states could implement new taxes on wealth. A small fraction of Americans has experienced disproportionate gains over the past four decades. Between the late 1970s and 2018, the top 1 percent of wealth holders went from owning 22 percent to 37 percent of all household wealth.\textsuperscript{318} By contrast, the bottom 90 percent saw their share fall from 40 percent to 27 percent.\textsuperscript{319} Taxing the ultra-wealthy’s assets at even low rates would generate billions of dollars a year with few economic distortions.\textsuperscript{320}

Tax law scholars David Gamage and Darien Shanske have outlined how states could implement partial wealth taxes by creating a statewide property surtax or a statewide tax on unrealized capital gains.\textsuperscript{321} Such measures would likely be particularly effective in large states that host many wealthy families. For instance, California’s 150 or so billionaires have combined assets totaling around $600 billion.\textsuperscript{322}

States could also modernize their corporate and sales taxes. Many of these levies have failed to keep up with changes in the real economy.\textsuperscript{323} Over the past few decades, companies have re-classified themselves as passthrough entities to avoid corporate taxes on their profits.\textsuperscript{324} States could close these loopholes or create new Business Value Taxes (BVTs) to ensure that all businesses contribute to the public services and infrastructure from which they benefit.\textsuperscript{325} Similarly, as manufacturing’s share of the American economy continues to fall, states could infuse billions more dollars into their budgets by revising their sales taxes to include services.\textsuperscript{326} In California, for instance, taxing a limited number of services already taxed in a large number of other states would generate close to $2.7 billion a year.\textsuperscript{327}
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Taxing a wider array of services would bring in more than $8.7 billion a year.328

Policymakers should not shy away from such reforms based on the perception that they are regressive. While a sales tax might seem regressive in isolation, the revenue it generates could fund services that have a net-positive impact on low-income households. As sociologists Isaac Martin and Monica Prasad have observed, “[r]ecent studies have established that tax policy and social spending covary in a surprising way: The most solidaristic welfare states, including those that accomplish the most poverty reduction, also rely the most heavily on regressive taxes.”329 The key, as Harvard Law Professor Roberto Unger has stressed, is “to spend [that revenue] on redistributive public services.”330

Finally, states could rigorously study the effectiveness of their tax expenditures and phase out those that are failing to help grow the economy.331 In response to the anti-government sentiments that have defined American politics since the 1970s, policymakers have often enacted social spending through tax preferences rather than direct expenditures.332 Today, these measures cost the federal and state governments hundreds of billions of dollars a year.333 Many states enact more than half of their public outlays through tax expenditures.334 California, for example, foregoes more than $63 billion in revenue every year, an amount equivalent to about 40 percent of its General Fund.335 Unfortunately, state policymakers know very little about whether such expenditures are effective because state governments
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rarely evaluate them. States that analyzed how their tax expenditures have performed would no doubt find many that could be discontinued, freeing revenue for other purposes.

B. Reforming A Broken Healthcare System

Second, the United States could lower its healthcare costs by joining other advanced countries and adopting a single-payer system. The United States spends significantly more on healthcare than other major economies. In 2018, U.S. healthcare expenditures totaled 16.9 percent of GDP, compared to just 10.7 percent in Canada and 9.8 percent in the United Kingdom. Per capita expenditures put the difference in even starker perspective. A 2020 study by the Commonwealth Fund showed that while the United States spends $10,207 per capita on healthcare every year, Canada spends $4,974 and the United Kingdom spends just $3,943. If the United States had spent the same amount per person on healthcare in 2018 as the United Kingdom, it would have saved over $2 trillion that year alone.

These differences mainly stem from the way other countries finance and deliver healthcare: through a single-payer system. Like the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom are both developed economies. The cultural differences between them are relatively small. Yet unlike the United States, in which state and federal agencies pay for some health services and private insurers pay for others, Canada and the United Kingdom feature just one payor: the government. In Canada, provinces pay private health providers for services. In the
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United Kingdom, the national government both finances and provides most healthcare.\footnote{343}{Id.}

These systems have two major advantages: they allow the government to bargain down prices and they reduce administrative bloat.\footnote{344}{Id.} Americans pay much higher prices than people in other countries for the same drugs and health services.\footnote{345}{Gerald F. Anderson, Peter Hussey & Varduhi Petrosyan, It’s Still the Prices, Stupid: Why the US Spends So Much on Health Care, and a Tribute to Uwe Reinhardt, 38 HEALTH AFF. 87 (2019).} For example, in 2015, the United States spent $1,011 per capita on prescription drugs, while most other OECD countries spent between $400 and $600.\footnote{346}{Id. at 89.} Much of this trend is driven by the private sector; as a 2017 Medicare Payment Advisory Commission report noted, private insurers pay 50 percent more than Medicare for the same services.\footnote{347}{Id.} The reason is straightforward: Medicare—which covers about a fifth of the U.S. population—uses its clout to set reasonable prices, while private insurers—which are smaller and can pass cost increases on to consumers—do not.\footnote{348}{State Health Facts: Medicare Beneficiaries as a Percent of Total Population, KAIser Fam. Found. (2021), https://www.kff.org/medicare/state-indicator/medicare-beneficiaries-as-of-total-pop (showing that 18 percent of the U.S. population had Medicare coverage in 2018); Kliff, supra note 341 (explaining that while Medicare only covers part of the U.S. population—“stop[ping] it from negotiating (or just setting) prices as low as those found in ‘real’ single-payer systems”—it nonetheless “negotiate[s] prices lower than private health insurers”).} A single-payer system would expand Medicare’s price-setting power to all healthcare provision.

By doing away with the web of insurers that healthcare providers must engage with when seeking payment, a single-payer system would also reduce administrative costs. A 2016 Commonwealth Fund study found that, after adjusting for the cost of living, the United States spends $737 per capita on health insurance administration.\footnote{349}{DANA S ARNAK, C OMMONWEALTH F UND, M ULTINATIONAL C OMPARISONS OF H EALTH S YSTEMS D ATA, 2016, ATTACH. F, at 6 (2016), https://www.commonwealthfund.org/sites/default/files/documents/_media_files_publications_chartbook_2016_att_fsarnak2016_oecd_data_chartpack_final_pdf.pdf [https://perma.cc/Y28R-7FAU].} This figure towers over that in most other countries, including Canada and the United Kingdom, where it stands at $145 and $94, respectively.\footnote{350}{Id.}

These cost savings would not sacrifice quality. Although some Americans worry that a single-payer system would lead to much
longer wait times for care, research has shown this to be a myth.\textsuperscript{351} To the contrary, people who live in countries with single-payer systems tend to be more satisfied with their healthcare.\textsuperscript{352} Despite their more modest spending per capita, the United Kingdom, Canada, and other high-income countries also have higher life expectancy and lower infant mortality rates than the United States.\textsuperscript{353}

Support for a single-payer or “Medicare for All” system has steadily grown among the U.S. public and policymakers.\textsuperscript{354} Several versions of “Medicare for All” legislation have been proposed by members of Congress.\textsuperscript{355} As of late 2019, single-payer bills had 118 co-sponsors in the U.S. House of Representatives.\textsuperscript{356}

While any of these bills would likely reduce states’ healthcare costs by giving regulators the power to lower prices, one would go a step further: it would eliminate states’ health expenditures by having the federal government administer a single-payer system on its own. States collectively spend $222 billion on Medicaid every year.\textsuperscript{357} Under H.R. 1384, introduced by U.S. Representative Pramila Jayapal, the federal government would become the country’s sole healthcare payor—wiping this sum from states’ balance sheets and allowing them to redirect the money elsewhere, including to public higher education.\textsuperscript{358} Those savings would translate to $35.3 billion a year in California and $5 billion a year in Virginia, or about 25 percent and 22 percent of their respective annual general fund expenditures.\textsuperscript{359} Per-
haps unexpectedly, then, one of the best steps reformers could take to support public colleges would be to lobby for a single-payer healthcare system administered by the federal government.

C. Achieving Criminal Justice Reform

Third, states could unlock additional funds by reducing their prison populations. As California and Virginia’s histories illustrate, the United States has imprisoned an unprecedented number of people in the past fifty years. The United States makes up less than 5 percent of the world’s population but is home to 20 percent of the world’s prisoners.\(^{360}\) Between 1972 and 2012, the proportion of incarcerated Americans rose from 161 to 707 people per 100,000 residents.\(^{361}\) The vast majority of that increase took place in state prisons and local jails: the state incarceration rate rose from fewer than 100 people per 100,000 residents to nearly 450, while the local incarceration rate climbed from around 60 people per 100,000 residents to nearly 250.\(^{362}\) Today, 57 percent of incarcerated Americans are in state prison and another 30 percent are confined in local jails.\(^{363}\)

States have a moral imperative to reform their criminal justice systems. As a growing body of research has shown, mass incarceration was largely the product of racist reforms that imposed strict penalties on drug crimes and petty offenses.\(^{364}\) In 2018, Black adults were
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5.9 times more likely to be incarcerated than white adults.\textsuperscript{365} Hispanic adults were 3.1 times more likely to be in jail or prison than their white counterparts.\textsuperscript{366}

Mass incarceration has also strained state budgets. As a 2017 Prison Policy Initiative report revealed, existing policies cost the government and the families of incarcerated people approximately $182 billion a year.\textsuperscript{367} Of that, $80 billion goes to public corrections agencies, $63 billion goes to policing, and $29 billion goes to the judicial and legal system.\textsuperscript{368} State and local government spending makes up almost 90 percent of these expenditures.\textsuperscript{369} States could therefore reallocate tens of billions of dollars a year to other services if they made their criminal justice systems less punitive.

Effective criminal justice reform would require solutions tailored to the unique ways in which the “tough on crime” mentality of the 1980s and 1990s was enshrined into law in each state.\textsuperscript{370} Fortunately, organizations such as the American Civil Liberties Union,\textsuperscript{371} the Urban Institute,\textsuperscript{372} the Vera Institute of Justice,\textsuperscript{373} and the Brennan Center for Justice\textsuperscript{374} have developed blueprints to help states reduce their prison populations, provide meaningful rehabilitation, and end the racial disparities that form the bedrock of the American carceral system.
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Finally, states could amplify public higher education advocates’ voices by limiting the role that big money plays in politics. Finding workable campaign finance reforms in the era of *Citizens United* is no simple task. Yet even here solutions exist. States could adopt small donor public financing systems that match every small campaign contribution made by an in-state resident with public funds. States could also provide each resident with a “democracy voucher”—a sum of $100 to $200 that the resident could donate to candidates or advocacy groups of their choice.

States could also take even more direct steps to loosen wealthy interests’ influence over lawmakers. Vanderbilt Law Professor Ganesh Sitaraman has proposed a series of Congressional reforms that could also be applied to state legislatures. First, states could institute a lifetime ban on legislators and their staffs becoming lobbyists. Second, states could ban lobbyists from donating to legislators. Third, states could make their legislatures more professional. Many state legislatures only meet part-time and have low-paid staffs. This
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makes them susceptible to the influence of veteran lobbyists.\footnote{See Alexander Hertel-Fernandez, Who Passes Business’s “Model Bills”? Policy Capacity and Corporate Influence in U.S. State Politics, 12 Persp. on Pol. 582 (2014) (finding that the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) has outsized influence when state legislatures lack the time and resources to develop legislation on their own); Jeffrey R. Lax & Justin H. Phillips, The Democratic Deficit in the States, 56 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 148 (2012) (finding that less professionalized state legislatures tend to adopt policy congruent with the majority will less often than professionalized legislatures).} By improving legislator and staff pay, states could make policymakers more independent and decrease their incentives to move on to more lucrative careers.\footnote{Sitaraman, supra note 379, at 413.} Whatever form change took, states would go a long way toward making it easier for legislators to attend to the needs of less-resourced groups—including public higher education supporters—if they minimized the clouding influence of monied donors.

\section*{E. The Road Ahead}

Public higher education has undergone severe retrenchment over the past thirty years. However, American states are no strangers to building some of the highest-quality and most accessible public college systems on earth. With sufficiently bold reforms to spending programs, fiscal structures, and political finance, they have the power to do so again.